Final Project (Mandatory)

• Extension experiments of midterm project
• Methods (2 mandatory algorithm)
  – Must Use Weka
    • MLP (used in midterm)
    • SVM or Decision Tree (mandatory)
• If you just use 2 mandatory algorithm (MLP and one more) and make reasonable result, you get default point.
Final Project (Optional)

• Methods (1 more optional algorithm)
  – Must Use Weka
    • One arbitrary algorithm in weka

• Optional issue
  – Proper arbitrary algorithm for data
  – Proper preprocessing for data
  – Dataset used in midterm project

• If you are interested in this project, you could try optional issue and you get bonus point.
Final Report

• Final report and presentation
  – Submit report
  – About: Design your problem
  – Include
    • Introduction
    • Problem definition
    • Dataset
    • Preprocess (optional)
    • Methods
    • Experimental results and comparison
    • Discussion

• Due date: 2013. 06. 10. PM 23:59
• Submit by email (slee@bi.snu.ac.kr)